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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new scheme for interpolation of
missing data in image sequences� an important prob�
lem in many areas including archived motion picture
�lm and digital video� A uni�ed framework for image
data modelling and motion estimation is adopted which
is based on ��dimensional autoregressive ��DAR� mod�
els with motion correction� A fully Bayesian methodo�
logy is implemented using the Gibbs Sampler� a method
which allows for joint estimation with respect to all of
the unknowns� including the motion �eld�

� INTRODUCTION

Missing data occurs in many areas involving image se�
quences� including archived motion picture �lm� high
speed photography and digital video� The problem is of
particular importance to companies such as Kodak and
Quantel who expend much e�ort in manual correction
of defects in �lm material�
Previous approaches to the problem have employed a

two stage process involving motion estimation followed
by interpolation 	
�� These schemes perform well in gen�
eral but can su�er from errors in motion estimation in
the presence of corrupted data� Recent work 	�� has gone
some way towards correcting this problem by introdu�
cing a probabilistic motion �eld correction which takes
into account the corrupted data� In this paper a new
method is presented which employs a Bayesian meth�
odology to solve for both the image data and motion
estimate at the same time�
A Markov Chain Monte Carlo �MCMC� method

called the Gibbs Sampler is used for numerical imple�
mentation of the scheme in which all system parameters
�including motion vectors� AR coecients and missing
data� are treated as unknown a priori �
An example of the method applied to a corrupted

movie image sequence demonstrates the high quality of
restoration which is possible�

� �DAR MODEL

The motion�corrected �D�AR model with coecients ak
�for k � 
���P � can be represented as

I�x� �

PX
k��

akI�x� qk � dk� � ��x� �
�

where I�x� is the pixel intensity at location x � 	x� y� n�
�i�e� co�ordinate 	x� y� in the nth frame of the sequence��
qk � 	qxk � qyk� qnk� is the ��dimensional AR support
corresponding to coecient ak� This support is con�
strained to be causal for this work� dk � 	dxk � dyk� ��
is the motion o�set between the current frame �n� and
the frame of support vector qk �i�e� �n � qnk��� Note
that the motion o�set is required only to pixel accuracy
in this model� ��x� is the excitation sequence� assumed
here to be white and Gaussian with variance ��e �

� GIBBS SAMPLER

We wish to reconstruct a set of missing pels U � fxi� i �

 � � � lg� Consider a vector of image intensities i which in�
cludes at least the pels in U and their immediate �DAR
support� The Bayesian framework �see e�g� 	��� will per�
form inference using the marginal posterior distribution
for the missing pels i�I� conditional upon the remaining
pels in i� denoted by i��I��

p�i�I�ji��I�� �

Z
fa���

e
�dg

p�ija� ��e �d�p�a� �
�
e �d�dfa� �

�
e �dg
���

In this expression� which is obtained directly from
Bayes Rule and the marginalization identity� the term
p�ija� ��e �d� is the likelihood for the block of image pels
and p�a� ��e �d� is the prior distribution for the unknown
parameters� Note that d contains the motion vectors
required to form all the dk�s in �
� for a given i�
For the prior distributions used here it is possible to

obtain the marginal distribution ��� in analytical form�
However� the resulting distribution is not straightfor�
ward to deal with� involving a summation over all can�
didate motion vectors amongst other complications� In�
stead we use the Gibbs Sampler 	�� ��� a MCMC scheme



which generates a sequence of �dependent� samples from
the required marginal distribution� These samples can
then be used to obtain Monte Carlo estimates for the
missing data�
The Gibbs Sampler requires the full conditional dens�

ities for all unknowns� in this case fi�I�� a� �
�
e �dg� The

basic form of the algorithm may then be summarized as�


� Make an initial guess� fi��I�� a
�� ��e

�
�d�g�

�� for i�
 to N f

�a� ii�I� � p�i�I�ja
i��� ��e

i��
�di��� i��I��

�b� ai � p�ajii
�I�
� ��e

i��
�di��� i��I��

�c� ��e
i
� p���e ji

i
�I�
� ai�di��� i��I��

�d� di � p�djii�I�� a
i� ��e

i
� i��I��

g

where ��� denotes drawing a random sample from the
distribution to the right� A Monte Carlo estimate may
then be made for the missing data using the samples ob�
tained following convergence of the algorithm� e�g� the
minimum mean�squared error �MMSE� estimate is the
posterior mean� estimated as

�iMMSE
�I�

�



N �M

NX
i�M��

ii
�I�

���

where M is the number of iterations until convergence�
the �burn�in� time�

��� Priors

We assume a non�informative prior framework 	�� for
the model parameters� p�a� ��e �d� � 
���e � This assumes
that all candidate motion vectors are equiprobable a pri�
ori � A more sophisticated framework might seek to reg�
ularize the motion �eld in the manner of 	�� by assign�
ing a Gaussian random �eld �GRF� prior which favours
motion vectors similar to those in adjacent areas of the
image� The modi�cations required to achieve this are
straightforward�
Within such a prior framework the conditional distri�

butions required in step �� �above� can be formulated
directly� see appendix A�

��� Modi�ed Gibbs Sampler

The sampling scheme outlined above is likely to con�
verge slowly� due in part to the fact that there is strong
interdependence between the unknowns i�I�� a� �

�
e and

d� The convergence can be improved by sampling from
several of the dependent unknowns jointly �see 	�� �� for
some relevant discussion�� There are two possibilities
which lead to a practical sampling scheme� Steps ���a��
�d� are then replaced by either

�a� ii�I� � p�i�I�ja
i��� ��e

i��
�di��� i��I��

�b� fai� ��e
i
�dig � p�a� ��e �dji

i
�I�
� i��I��

or

�a� ai � p�ajii��
�I�

� ��e
i��

�di��� i��I��

�b� fii
�I�
� ��e

i
�dig � p�i�I�� �

�
e �dja

i� i��I��

Appendix B gives the details of these steps� Note that
each scheme has its own merits and both might be al�
ternated within the same run to improve convergence
properties further�

� EXAMPLE

The method has been tested using both standard im�
age sequences and real movie footage� giving very high
quality results� Here an example is presented for a movie
image sequence� One frame from the degraded original
frame is shown as �gure 
� A standard detection scheme
�SDIa� see 	
�� �ags a large region of pels in the area of
the hair fringe as corrupted �highlighted in white in �g�
ure �� in which the relevant area is zoomed in�� Figure �
shows the MMSE estimate obtained using equation ����
while �gure � shows the �nal sampled realization iN ex�
tracted from the Markov chain� Both have performed
well� but close examination shows that the sampled in�
terpolation is perceptually better� retaining more of the
detailed graininess of the surrounding image� This may
be explained by noting that the sampled interpolation is
a typical realization for the missing data and thus cap�
tures some of the randomness inherent in the AR pro�
cess �see 	�� for further discussion�� Implementational
details were as follows� The causal �D AR support used
� pels from the previous frame and � from the current
frame� A ���square block of image pels in the current
and previous frame was used to construct i� The Markov
chain was run for N � 
�� iterations with a burn�in of
M � 
�� Both �gures are conservative as the chain was
informally observed to converge within � iterations on
most images�

� COMMENT

Results obtained so far match or improve upon other
methods familiar to the authors� This is as a result of
the full probabilistic modelling of all unknowns within
a single framework� The possibility for using sampled
interpolations rather than MAP or MMSE estimates
provides a novel deviation from standard techniques�
Further work will extend the framework to allow for oc�
clusion and uncovering of objects in the previous frame
as well as automatic detection of corrupted pels�

A Sampling from the conditional distributions

The approximate AR likelihood for image data i is given
by�

p�ija� ��e �d� � �����e �
�N�� exp

�
�E�a� i�d�����e

�

where E�a� i�d� �
P

x
��x�� and ��x� is the excitation

obtained from the model equation �
�� The summation



is over all pels x whose �DAR support lies within i and
N is the total number of such points�
Using similar methods and notation as 	�� 
� we form

a vector e containing all the excitation elements within
the summation and express in two alternative forms�

e � i�Xa � A�I�i�I� �A��I�i��I� ���

Note here thatX depends only upon d and i� while both
A�matrices depend only upon d and a�
The joint probability of data and parameters is the

product of likelihood and prior�

p�i� a� ��e �d� � p�ija� ��e �d�p�a� �
�
e �d�

The conditionals are then obtained by rearranging
this expression� Take� for example� the missing data
i�I��

p�i�I�ji��I�� a� �
�
e �d� �

p�i� a� ��e �d�

p�i��I�� a� ��e �d�

But the denominator here is constant for any given
fi��I�� a� �

�
e �dg� so the conditional may be found by re�

arranging the joint distribution in terms of i�I� and de�
termining the normalizing constant of the distribution�
Following this procedure for each unknown in turn gives

p�i�I�ji��I�� a� �
�
e �d� � Nl��i�I�� �

�
e�A

T
�I�A�I��

���

p�aji� ��e �d� � NP ��a� �
�
e �X

TX���� ���

p���e ji� a�d� � IG�N��� E�a� i�d����

p�dj��e � i� a� � p�d� exp
�
�E�a� i�d�����e

�
where �a � �XTX���XT i�

�i�I� � ��AT
�I�
A�I��

��AT
�I�
A��I�i��I�

Here Nl���C� denotes the l�dimensional Gaussian with
mean vector � and covariance matrix C� IG��� �� �
u������ exp����u� is the inverted�gamma distribution
�see e�g� 	����
Drawing samples from the multivariate Gaussian and

inverted�gamma distributions are standard procedures
�see e�g� 	���� The only complication is the discrete
variable d� whose normalizing constant is only available
through direct summation over all d� If d is constrained
to lie within some small grid of displacements then this
will be a feasible sampling strategy� If� however� large
motion shifts are anticipated then other strategies must
be adopted� One possible solution which uses a more
general form of the MCMC method will be presented
in a future publication� For now we assume the former
strategy with small displacements relative to the start�
ing guess d��

B Joint sampling

Consider the �rst strategy� i�e� sampling jointly from
p�a� ��e �dji�� This may be achieved by making the fac�
torization

p�a� ��e �dji� � p�aj��e �d� i�p��
�
e jd� i�p�dji� ���

The joint sample is then obtained by sampling from
these three distributions in turn�

di � p�djii�� ��e
i
� p���e jd

i� ii�� ai � p�aj��e
i
�di� ii�

The third term here is simply the full conditional for
a� derived as ���� The second and third terms are ob�
tained by successive integrations of the joint conditional
��� with respect to a and ��e using standard integral
identities obtained from the Gaussian and gamma dis�
tributions� respectively� to give�

p���e jd� i� � IG��N � P ���� E��a� i�d����

p�dji� �
E��a� i�d��N�P ���

jXTXj���

Similar working applies to the second scheme for

sampling fii
�I�
� ��e

i
�dig� although the details are omit�

ted here�
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Figure 
� Original image ����� �����

Figure �� Pixels detected as missing data by the SDIa
detector shown bright white �zoom to fringe of hair��

Figure �� Interpolation using Gibbs MMSE estimate
�zoom��

Figure �� Sampled Interpolation from the Gibbs scheme
�zoom��


